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 dreamtraveler: what do you mean by speed most wanted? you mean latency or throughput or something? too slow? yep. too slow i meant like i use bluetooth at my laptop and most the time i have to stop what i'm doing and make sure that i have my device disconnected otherwise it really slows down the bluetooth hmmm....i have to check that k i can check that can i ssh into ubuntu while my lappy is
offline using my mobile phone as a wifi hotspot? i want to turn on my ubuntu and use it, but turn it off and back on later so i can't use the wifi hotspot while i'm logged in i can't use it while i'm logged in i mean well i'm logging out to check it would it be good if i use some app to turn the wifi hotspot on and off like using my mobile phone as a wifi hotspot hey anyone here? dreamtraveler, see can you

use a phone as a wifi hotspot in your house OerHeks i can try it k i'll try it i want to just check if it's true that i can use it while i'm logged in. to turn it on and off through a normal app. not through the built in one that's already there do you know what i mean OerHeks dreamtraveler, yes, you can use a wifi router, or build one yourself i've already built one 82157476af
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